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OVERVIEW Norway’s first university founded in 1811

Prior to this, Norwegian students would travel to

Copenhagen to study

How did the University of Oslo affect patterns
of higher education attainment in the years
immediately after its establishment?

Empirical approach: Diff-in-diff using enrolment
records and census data

Source material: Enrolment records, 1801 census

Today: background, early results and next steps
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Dano-Norwegian
Union

Two kingdoms,
one king
One university:
Copenhagen

1811
University of Oslo founded

Approved by King
Frederik VI
1813� First students sit
examen artium in Oslo

1801�1814
Napoleonic Wars

1807� Bombardment
of Copenhagen

1814
Denmark forced to
cede Norway

New union of
Sweden and Norway

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
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EDUCATION
IN NORWAY

Five high schools in early 1800's:

Oslo, Bergen, Trondheim,

Kristiansand, Kongsberg

1820's/30's: Drammen, Halden,

Skien, Stavanger (all in south)

Students could also prepare for
examen artium via private tutoring
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RESEARCH
QUESTION

How did the
University of Oslo
affect patterns of
higher education
attainment in the
years immediately
after establishment?

Geographical distribution

Where did students come from in Norway?

Socioeconomic status

What was the occupational status of students’

parents (fathers)?

How did this change from the period prior to the

University of Oslo opening?

Educational background

Are there any commonalities in the graduates

who came from households where parents did

not have secondary or tertiary education?
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Anlysis nd erly
results
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MEET THE
GRADUATES
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Popultion by kommune (1801) Grdutes per 1000 of pop'n

9DK/NO MAP



Effect of distnce to Oslo

Kommune population �� *** �� *** ��  �� * ��

Distance to Oslo (log) �*** �� �*** �� �*** �� �*** ��

North of Trondheim=  �� � ��

North of Trondheim= * Distance to Oslo (log) � ��  ��

Constant �*** �� �*** �� *** �� *** ��

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

R  

Pseudo R  

Observations    

Standard errors in parentheses 

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01





Dependent variable
Number of graduates

(poisson)

Number of graduates

(poisson)

Graduates per  of

pop'n �OLS�

Graduates per 

pop'n �OLS�
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SOCIAL
MOBILITY

Higher education an
elite pursuit

Most students came
from families with
educated fathers

1810�13 �DK/NO��
36% of fathers were
state officials, 28%
priests

1810�13 11



Likelihood of student grduting from ... given fther's profession

Father is Priest *** �� *** �� �*** �� �** ��

Lawyer *** �� � �� *** �� �* ��

State official  �� �** ��  ��  ��

Doctor *** �� �*** �� � �� *** ��

Police/customs officer � ��  ��  ��

Academic � �� � �� � ��

Teacher  �� � ��  ��

Scientist  ()  ��  ��

Engineer � ��  ��  ��

Merchant  �� � ��  ��

Banker � ��  ��  ��

Military * �� � �� * ��

Distance to Oslo (log) ** �� �** �� �** �� ** �� �** �� �* ��

Constant �** �� �*** �� �*** �� �** �� �** �� �** ��

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Pseudo R      

Observations      

Standard errors in parentheses

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01



Probit results Theology Law Medicine Theology Law Medicine
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Where to from
here?
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ANALYTICAL
APPROACH Diff-in-diff nlysis: compre effects

before nd fter opening of Uni of Oslo

‘Exogenous’ timing

Long history of advocacy for a local university

Danish officials wary of a Norwegian university

Close substitutes

Uni of Oslo modelled on Uni of Copenhagen

Clean break

Pre-181� Danes and Norwegians in Copenhagen

Post-181� Danes in Cph., Norwegians in Oslo
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⇵
Comprison between Dnish
nd Norwegin cohorts

Parallel trends between DK and NO
before 181; significant increase in NO
relative to DK after 181

Linking to census data �1801�

How 'elite' was the educated elite?

Also relevant for linking fathers and sons

🧭 Comprison within the
Norwegin cohort

Benefits from improved access to a
university not equal across Norway

Concentration of enrolments among those

born in and close to Oslo

Propose to measure changes in travel
time to university from birth place (and
high school)

TWO STAGES
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SUMMING UP
Headline: number of Norwegian students
increases faster than Danish students

Relative concentration of students from in/near Oslo

Evidence of relatively low social mobility

But how did this change over time?

Next steps: diff-in-diff analysis, comparing before
and after opening of University of Oslo

A starting point for exploring effect of higher
education in Scandinavia’s industrialisation
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📖 Wht mteril do
we hve? 🔍 How cn we use

these?

Enrolments records, grade lists,
annual reports

High school and university

DK from 1760; NO from 1813

Census �DK/NO 1801�

Linking fathers and sons

Changes in occupational status

and educational attainment?

Comparing educated elite with
wider population

Use of sources
APPENDIX

BACKGROUND  APPROACH



State officials %

Military officials %

Spiritual officials %

Merchants and traders %

Land-owners leaseholders etc %

Citizens and craftsmen %

Farmers (peasants) %

Total number of graduates, 1810�13� 00

Socil
mobility:
University of
Copenhgen,
1810–13

APPENDIX

SOURCE University of Copenhagen
annual reports, 1810�13

Share of examen artium graduates who
were sons of

�

OSLO



Distance to
Oslo (log)

***
��

�
��

�
��

Constant
�*  
��

�***
��

�***
��

Year FE Yes Yes Yes

Pseudo R   

Observations   

Standard errors in parentheses 

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

On fthers:
Reltionship
between
student's
distnce to
Oslo t birth
nd fther's
occuption
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Probit results Father is Priest Lawyer Doctor

STUDENTS/FATHERS


